
Multilateral Diplomacy

Deadline: 7 Jun 2021

Type: Conference
Location: Web Based
Date: 7 Jun 2021 to 8 Jun 2021
Duration of event: 2 Days
Programme Area: Governance, Peacemaking and Conflict Prevention, Peacekeeping, Multilateral Diplomacy, Other (Peace Security and Diplomacy)
Specific Target Audience: Core Diplomatic Training
Website: https://www.unitar.org/event/full-catalog/practical-preparation-membership-unite...
Price: $200.00
Event Focal Point Email: harry.flynt@unitar.org

BACKGROUND

Every year, 5 non-permanent members of the UNSC switch out. The incoming members seek training to prepare for their role on the SC.

EVENT OBJECTIVES

Prepare incoming members of the UNSC

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE

Catered specifically to the mission's wishes

METHODOLOGY
Panel of experts

TARGETED AUDIENCE

Delegates of the incoming Irish mission to the UNSC

Source URL